How To Make Nettle Cordage Tutorial
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In a wilderness survival situation, one of the most important things you need is some kind of rope or cordage. Cordage is required for a whole manner of things when surviving outdoors, most notable its use in shelter building.

If you don't have any rope or string with you, knowledge of the plants that can be utilized to make cordage is the next best thing. In my opinion one of the best plants for cordage is stinging nettles, this is because you can make everything from very fine string which could be used for fishing or snares, right the way through to heavy duty rope. The other main benefit of using nettles is that they seem to grow everywhere so they are widely available and abundant.

I stumbled across a nice little tutorial on making cordage from nettles on the Nature's Secret Larder website. If you are interested in how to utilize nettles for cordage, check it out below.
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